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RD2000 Editor running on a Windows 10 PC

RD2000 Editor running on a Macbook - MacOs Mojave with Codeweavers
Crossover 17. It should also run on Linux and ChromeOS too using
Crossover.
You can also use Microsoft remote desktop on an iPhone, iPad or Android
phone or tablet to remotely control the software!
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WELCOME
The Roland RD 2000 is one on the world’s best stage pianos. It combines
superb modelling and sampling technology with a marvellous action,
beautiful build quality and it’s also a great Midi controller. Thank you
Roland Corporation.
The RD has a small screen, but sometimes users want to see the controls
without scrolling through lots of menus. So I wrote this software which
uses the far larger screens of computers to make life a bit easier.
I would like to thank Gus at Roland Clan Forums for his tireless and
thorough testing of the software. He has done a great job. And
DesertBoat for his help with the deciphering of the Tremolo and Mod fx
sections.
Have fun.

Stuart Pryer
Cornwall
December 2018
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VERSION 2
INTRODUCTION TO THE RD2000 EDITOR
The Software is a powerful editor which can change settings on the
RD2000 using MIDI system exclusive messages – Sysex - and Control
Change CC messages. The RD 2000 has a small screen and finding
settings is not always easy, with many layers of controls. This software
uses the large display of PCs’ and Macs to lay out the controls in a more
friendly way.

CONDITIONS OF USE
License Conditions for RD2000 Software
1. The license licensee is entitled to install the full software on PC’s
belonging to them. This software is donation ware. Please support
its development. Donations can be made at PayPal using my email
address stuartpryer@gmail.com
2. The licensee shall not give the software to other people, resell it,
distribute it, post it on a web site or attempt to decompile it or
reverse engineer it.
3. The license is non-transferable.
4. The licensee will be entitled to free updates for future releases of
the software. These updates will be posted on the author’s web
site and the licensee may download them when they are ready.
5. The licensee will receive reasonable support from the author to
assist them in operating the software.
6. Licensee’s may request new features. The author may implement
them if they are feasible and the code does not take too long to
write.
7. The licensee is solely responsible for the consequences of use of
the software and any damage to equipment or loss of data shall
remain their responsibility.
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If you accept the license terms then you may install the software.

I would appreciate any feedback on layout, features, bugs,
documentation, reviews, tips’ on using the software or the RD2000 or
ideas on how to make it better. If you are happy for me to put you
reviews of the software on my website please tell me as it would be
useful to prospective users. Feedback and a wish list for additional
functions are always welcome, together with suggestions for improving
the documentation!
If you need any help at all please e-mail me.
Thank you once again.
Stuart Pryer
Cornwall
UK
stuartpryer@gmail.com
www.stuartpryer.co.uk
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Note.
As the program develops, other features will be added. I encourage
users to give me feedback and I will endeavour to add new features if
requested.
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INSTALLING ON A PC - WINDOWS
NB. To install on a Windows computer, log on with administrator
rights and run the installer RD2000setup.msi. The associated
setup.exe file ensures the .net framework is updated if needed and
the installation is properly managed.
The MSI contains the software, installer, free synths and pdf manuals.
There is a separate executable setup.exe which checks the .net
framework on your pc is up to date (4.6.1 or higher) and the software
installation is properly managed. Note. The synths and documentation will
be installed in the programme directory. C:\program files\rd2000setup
for 32 bit operating systems or c:\program files (x86)\rd2000setup for
64 bit OS pcs.
NB. Software updates will normally consist of just an updated MSI file
and setup.exe. The old version must be uninstalled first.
The PC should be running Windows 7 to 10. 32 or 64 bit. Updated with
.net 4.6.1 or higher. Recommended PC spec. Intel Core i3 or higher, 4GB
RAM, Screen resolution 1280x720 or higher. Min Spec. Intel Atom
processor, 2GB RAM screen resolution 1024x600. The software takes up
about 38Mb of disk space.
It has been written in the latest version of Microsoft Visual Studio 2019
and the installer has been created using the Microsoft Vsix installer
project. It is a 32 bit application but will run on 64 bit systems. In the
future it will be compiled as a 64 bit application.
Note. A shortcut will be placed on the windows desktop, add and remove
programs list and the start menu.
Other software
For internal midi routing I recommend Loopbe - free version available.
For internal audio routing from VST’s I recommend VoiceMeeter by vbaudio.com a free driver.
A great host program for VSTs’ is Cantibile 3 by topten software.
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INSTALLING ON A MAC - MACOS - OSX
It will run on a Mac/Macbook running MacOS using the excellent
software Crossover 17.0 or higher. The software is sold by
https://codeweavers.com and is in expensive. A free 14 day trial is
available on their website.
Install Codeweavers Crossover 17.0 or higher.
Set up a windows 10 32 bit bottle and load .net 4.6.1. Then run the
RD2000setup.msi.
Note. If you have any problems with your own bottle I have a crossover
bottle set up for a working windows 10 environment which will load .net
4.6.1. This was created by Codeweavers. Please email me for a copy. The
file is 375mb in size. On Crossover click on the + sign at the bottom left.
Import the stuart.cxarchive. This will create a new windows C: drive
environment.
In Crossover, from the new bottle – click on the ‘run command’ in
crossover. Point it to my RD2000.msi installer. Click on ‘save command as
a launcher’ which creates a desktop shortcut in crossover.
Any .net files will be loaded and the RD Editor software will be loaded.
When done, click on the new shortcut to run the software.

Note. For soft synth users - The IAG driver on a mac provides internal
midi routing as standard. Macs don’t suffer the problems of recording
internal audio or routing internal midi that Windows does which requires
third party software. Mac spec. i3 or higher, 4gb ram or higher, Screen
resolution 1280x720 or higher.
Other software
I recommend Logic Pro X for recording and Mainstage for performing
musicians
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USER MANUAL
Important. This pdf help file rd2000.pdf will be copied to the same
folder as the software’s exe file during installation. Normally C:\program
files\.... - do not change the pdfs name. NB. The help file won’t work if
you name it ‘something else’ or it’s placed in another folder. You will be
able to access it from the program ‘Help’ Buttons which will automatically
open your browsers pdf reader and then open the file. Tool bar tips also
appear for some commands,

USING THE SOFTWARE
Your PC should be located adjacent to the keyboard. Ideally with the
keyboard of the PC at right angles or above the keyboard. As the
software is mainly mouse driven, all you really need near the keyboard is a
screen and mouse. Connect the two devices using midi cables or usb
between the PC’s midi port/usb port and the RD2000. USB hubs are not
recommended.
Turn on the RD2000, turn on the pc and run the program. When you run
the program, configure the midi device by using the ‘MIDI’ form. Then
set the midi channel of the software (I normally use 1 – this is the
default value). Then open the midi port.
Please contact me if you have any problems.
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START UP AND WORKFLOW
Two important points!
1. The software sends Midi CC messages and System Exclusive (sysex)
messages. Currently it can’t down load settings from the RD
(although it can accept Midi dumps). I may add this one day.
2. When a program is created by a user it is stored in temporary
memory of the RD2000. If the program is changed or the RD2000
switched off the edits will be lost. There is no way I know of
‘Writing’ the edits using MIDI. The user must ‘WRITE’ the program
using the RD2000 ‘WRITE’ button at the top right of the control
panel. This writes to User memory which will save the edits. The RD
will ask for a name, the software can send the name the user types on
the program name form. But the user must select an empty program
slot on the RD2000 or overwrite one not required, to store the saved
program.
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THE RD2000 – MAIN FORM

The main screen has a menu system at the top. Each menu item is
described in detail later.
1. File /Exit– closes the midi port and application.
2. The Midi - menu allows the user to set up the midi input/output
port for the software. This is used to turn on or off the midi in
and out ports or if the user wants to change the midi routing.
There is also a two octave keyboard. Note to use midi you need to
have at least one midi in and one midi out. There is also a sysex
viewer (turn off midi thru). The second menu option enables sysex
to be input and sent. As well as IRQ sysex dump requests from the
RD2000.
3. System – allows changes to system wide parameters of the RD2000
4. Program Common Edit - menu allows modification of the main
functions such as delay etc. which are not zone specific
5. Program Zone edit – these are parameters which are zone specific.
6. The V Piano - menu accesses the main control screen for the V
Piano editor. V Piano only exists in Zone 1.
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7. The SN Piano - menu accesses the main control screen for the
Supernatural Piano editor. Select Internal Zone first which is the
Zone in which the SN Piano you want to edit is loaded.
8. Tone Wheel Organ – emulation of a Hammond Tonewheel organ such
as C3, B3 and A100.
9. Other Tones – editor for the remaining PCM tones

10. The ‘Synths’ menu allows access to six separate instruments I have
created. Blue3 synth , Violet Synth, SH 1000 Synth(emulation of
the Roland SH1000), Red Synth, Yellow Synth and an
arpegiattor/midi file player/recorder(free). The Blue synth and
the arpeggiator are free. The other synths can be purchased from
my website and the .exe files copied to the rd2000 installation
directory, where the Bluesynth3.exe is saved. If a synth is
selected which is not available a message box will appear saying
“Synth not loaded – It can be purchased from my website”
11. The Help button accesses my website and the RD2000.pdf help
file. This is installed automatically with the software in the
installation directory. Updates can be downloaded from my website
and the pdf file can be overwritten. Please keep the name the
same. ‘RD2000.pdf’. Some controls have tooltips. Just hover the
cursor over the control and the tool tip appears.
12. There is also quick access to the RD2000 parameter manual.
Owner’s manual and midi implementation manual. Finally firmware
1.5 update document. Copyright Roland Corporation.
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MIDI ROUTING
This software generates midi control change data and system
exclusive (sysex) data for sending to midi instruments can also receive
certain midi CC in data and sysex data for the RD2000.
Connect the RD Keyboard to the PC (midi ports or usb) (midi out on the PC
to midi in on the RD and midi in on the PC to midi out on the RD or use
Rolands usb Vendor or Generic driver).
1. Make sure the Roland usb driver is installed (Vendor) if you want to
use audio over USB. The generic driver is class compliant and uses
the operating systems in-built midi driver.
2. Set midi channel to 1, select MIDI output device on the midi form
(RD2000), open midi out to start.
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EXITING THE SOFTWARE
To Exit the program click on the ‘File/ Exit’ drop down menu at the top
left when the composer form is loaded. The software will close the midi
port and terminate the program. Use this rather than closing down the
window with the windows ‘X’ top right hand corner of the main window.
This is so all notes are stopped and the midi port is closed properly.
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ELECTRONIC MUSIC
AN INTRODUCTION TO MIDI
MIDI stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface and allows
externally generated signals to control an instrument. For instance a
synth to control another synth, or a computer to control a synth. Not only
can MIDI control what notes sound and the instrument played using short
MIDI messages, but it can control most of the controls on a fully MIDI
enabled instrument using system exclusive Sysex messages; long MIDI
messages.
MIDI has been pivotal in the development of electronic music. Originally
developed in 1983, by one of the founders was Roland, the standard is
largely unchanged and has enabled computers to fully integrate with
synthesizers. MIDI enables one instrument to control another or a
computer to control, or be controlled, by an electronic instrument. It’s
the basis of synth and sequencer communications
The first sequencer program I wrote was for the Korg MS10 in 1982.
Without MIDI I had to use digital to analog converters to send the
monophonic control voltage CV instructions to the synth. The synth then
sent back CVs’ which had to be converted to a digital value for the
computer, I had to build my own circuit boards. It was not an easy task
but something MIDI handles with ease.
The latest synthesizers or sound modules are called software or soft
synths. See the Bluesynth 3 included with this software. These synths
only exist as a program running on a computer and this approach is
immensely powerful but the sound quality depends on the quality of the
VST and the sound card in the PC. They have not replaced hard wired
synths yet, but may do so in the future.
For more information see the MIDI association website.
https://www.midi.org/
Virtually all midi instruments have a General MIDI instrument list of
programs which can be called upon. 128 pre programmed instrument
sounds.
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General MIDI Instrument list
Piano:
1 Acoustic Grand Piano
2 Bright Acoustic
Piano
3 Electric Grand Piano
4 Honky-tonk Piano
5 Electric Piano 1
6 Electric Piano 2
7 Harpsichord
8 Clavinet
Chromatic Percussion:
9 Celesta
10 Glockenspiel
11 Music Box
12 Vibraphone
13 Marimba
14 Xylophone
15 Tubular Bells
16 Dulcimer
Organ:
17 Drawbar Organ
18 Percussive Organ
19 Rock Organ
20 Church Organ
21 Reed Organ
22 Accordion
23 Harmonica
24 Tango Accordion
Guitar:
25 Acoustic Guitar
(nylon)
26 Acoustic Guitar
(steel)
27 Electric Guitar
(jazz)
28 Electric Guitar
(clean)

Strings:
41 Violin
42 Viola
43 Cello
44 Contrabass
45 Tremolo Strings
46 Pizzicato Strings
47 Orchestral Harp
48 Timpani

Strings (continued):
49 String Ensemble 1
50 String Ensemble 2
51 Synth Strings 1
52 Synth Strings 2
53 Choir Aahs
54 Voice Oohs
55 Synth Voice
56 Orchestra Hit
Brass:
57 Trumpet
58 Trombone
59 Tuba
60 Muted Trumpet
61 French Horn
62 Brass Section
63 Synth Brass 1
64 Synth Brass 2
Reed:
65 Soprano Sax
66 Alto Sax
67 Tenor Sax
68 Baritone Sax
69 Oboe
70 English Horn
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Synth Pad:
89 Pad 1 (new age)
90 Pad 2 (warm)
91 Pad 3 (polysynth)
92 Pad 4 (choir)
93 Pad 5 (bowed)
94 Pad 6 (metallic)
95 Pad 7 (halo)
96 Pad 8 (sweep)
Synth Effects:
97 FX 1 (rain)
98 FX 2 (soundtrack)
99 FX 3 (crystal)
100 FX 4
(atmosphere)
101 FX 5 (brightness)
102 FX 6 (goblins)
103 FX 7 (echoes)
104 FX 8 (sci-fi)
Ethnic:
105 Sitar
106 Banjo
107 Shamisen
108 Koto
109 Kalimba
110 Bag pipe
111 Fiddle
112 Shanai
Percussive:
113 Tinkle Bell
114 Agogo
115 Steel Drums
116 Woodblock
117 Taiko Drum
118 Melodic Tom
119 Synth Drum

29 Electric Guitar
(muted)
30 Overdriven Guitar
31 Distortion Guitar
32 Guitar harmonics

71 Bassoon
72 Clarinet

Pipe:
73 Piccolo
74 Flute
Bass:
75 Recorder
33 Acoustic Bass
76 Pan Flute
34 Electric Bass
77 Blown Bottle
(finger)
78 Shakuhachi
35 Electric Bass (pick) 79 Whistle
36 Fretless Bass
80 Ocarina
37 Slap Bass 1
Synth Lead:
38 Slap Bass 2
81 Lead 1 (square)
39 Synth Bass 1
82 Lead 2 (sawtooth)
40 Synth Bass 2
83 Lead 3 (calliope)
84 Lead 4 (chiff)
85 Lead 5 (charang)
86 Lead 6 (voice)
87 Lead 7 (fifths)
88 Lead 8 (bass +
lead)
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Sound effects:
120 Reverse Cymbal
121 Guitar Fret Noise
122 Breath Noise
123 Seashore
124 Bird Tweet
125 Telephone Ring
126 Helicopter
127 Applause
128 Gunshot

SETTING UP MIDI IN/OUT FOR THE SOFTWARE

Click Midi/Settings on menu bar. An example of the midi devices
in/out are shown above. Your list will look different. You can select
the MIDI input and output ports.

1. Select midi input/output device connected to the Midi Keyboard
or midi routing application for virtual instruments– see later.
Do not select the same midi input and output otherwise you will
get a midi loop if MIDI through is set on the RD2000! This may
crash the application-depends on the midi drivers behaviour.
2. Set midi channel to correct channel – default on this software
is 1 (so you can leave it at that), Global midi channel.
3. Press ‘Open Midi Port’ Button.
4. Use the mouse to play the virtual keyboard - OR
5. You can play the Midi software or device from the PC keyboard.
Press ‘Play PC Keyboard Z= Mid C…’ button immediately before
playing the pc keyboard.
To check all is working, if you play a note on the virtual piano
keyboard or PC keyboard the instrument on your RD2000 should
sound.
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You can change the MIDI program (instrument) on you midi output device.
Note that some midi instruments use sysex for this, so this may not work.
It’s easier to use the RD program change form with the RD2000 as this
deals with bank numbers over 128. 128x128 banks are available in the midi
spec. – see later.

Set the programme number 1 to 128 and press button “ Change Program”.
“1” is Piano in General MIDI which is the default when the software loads.
– See General MIDI instrument list earlier in this document.
If you need to change the Bank to something different than 1 you can
also change Bank. There are 128 x 128 = 16384 banks available in midi,
with each one containing 128 programs. To try it. Set Bank and click
‘Change Bank’. Normally instruments need the program change message
sent immediately for this to work, so try also checking ‘Send Prog + Bank
Change’ check box. See later how to change tones, rhythms and Program
banks on the RD 2000.
Note that if you set the MIDI channel to “10”, Bank 1, you will get the
General Midi percussion instruments with each key sounding a different
percussion instrument. There is no change if you vary the MIDI
instrument number. Note. Program change default channel on the RD is
channel 16.
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USING WITH VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS
If you want to connect the RD2000 to a virtual instrument you will need
to route the RD midi signal to the PC. Set the midi in channel of the
virtual instrument to the RD2000 Zone = channel number.

TIP. For internal PC midi routing, if you ever need to do this :1. On a PC Download the Freeware applications – Either Midi Yoke or
LoopBe1. For internal PC midi routing I recommend loopbe
http://www.midiox.com/or LoopBe1 http://www.nerds.de
2. Set the Midi output of the RD2000 editor to say LoopBe1 (internal
midi) or Midi Yoke – port 1.
3. Set your instrument midi input to LoopBe1 (internal midi) or Midi
Yoke – port 1
4. You can now transfer midi from this application to the other
application!

RECORDING USING SOFTWARE SUCH AS LOGIC,
BANDLAB SONAL, CUBASE ETC.
You can record sequences from the RD2000 directly into a midi/audio PC
sequencer/editor like Logic, Cubase or BandLab Sonar. The use can send
RD2000 midi out and audio out to midi and audio in on the DAW. This will
enable you to edit the recording as desired in the DAW. Then send midi
and audio back to the RD. Remember the generic driver will only transfer
Midi. The Roland Vendor driver will transfer both Midi and audio. See
tutorial 1.
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The MIDI form has a nifty virtual keyboard for remotely playing the Midi
software or device whilst you edit the sounds on the PC. The keyboard
has a range of 2 octaves.
If you want to play the Midi software or device using the PC keyboard –
press the ‘Play PC Keyboard Z=….’ Button on the midi settings form just
before playing. You must press the ‘PC keyboard’ button every time immediately before you use the PC keyboard to play the Midi software or
device. PC Key z = Note C. s = note C#. x = note D. etc. The notes run
from z s x d c v g b h n j m. Which map to C, C#, D, D# etc. The ‘PC
Keyboard’ is polyphonic. So you can play chords. By the way the
polyphony depends on your PC. My very old Pentium 2 - 400mhz could play
4 notes at once. My ancient laptop only two notes at once. Depends on
their keyboard buffer.
The pitch of note Z can be set using PC Key Z or Virtual Keyboard C =
Midi Note text box at the top left of the form. This facility to play from
the PC keyboard has been added to enable the user to audition sounds
whilst editing.
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RECEIVING SYSEX AND CONTROL CHANNEL MIDI

To receive midi data set midi in of the software to RD2000.
Incoming notes and events will be displayed. Newest at the top of
the list. Data can be filtered by the top four check boxes.
The entire text box can be copied to the windows clipboard. ‘Copy
to clipboard’ button. This includes note, controller and sysex
data.
Show midi in sysex puts the incoming sysex data on the text box.
Checking ‘ Put SYSEX on clipboard’ puts only incoming sysex on
the clipboard.
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SYSEX

Here you can send a sysex string of your choice. The sysex will be sent
to the output port and the sysex string will be displayed in the ‘ Sysex
Sent’ text box on this form and the midi form. Note some of the RD
strings are longer such as the 4 bit ones. I will add the option to send
longer strings later.
Users can enter any sysex string, which complies with the RD2000 sysex
implementation manual using the ‘Enter Sysex feature’. Note values must
be in hex as per the manual an in pairs. 0 to 9 and A to F. eg. A9, 00, 7C.
Note 0 must be entered as 00. The Roland checksum is automatically
calculated. Enter values and click ‘’Enter Sysex in Hex’
Sending System Exclusive messages
So is the first part of the string entered automatically =
F0 41 10 00 00 75 12
F0 = start of sysex string
41 = Roland ID
10 00 00 = Device ID
75 = instrument ID = RD 2000
12 = Message type for transmission of data to the RD2000
Enter HEX values in pairs in the 5 white text boxes of your choice =
PARAMETERS
The final part of the string is the Roland Checksum - to ensure the data
is properly sent
F7 ends the sysex string.
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Requesting MIDI dumps using Sysex
The Request Sysex button sends an IRQ – information request – command
to the RD.
F0 = start of sysex string
41 = Roland ID
10 00 00 = Device ID
75 = instrument ID = RD 2000
11 = Message type for request for data from the RD2000
10 00 in this example is program data
00 00 = system data
10 is program/zone
00 – in this example a request for effect data is being sent
Offset = 00 00
01 07 is the size of the data being requested
The final part of the string is the Roland Checksum - to ensure the data
is properly sent
F7 ends the sysex string.
--------------------------------------------------------------------To capture the sysex string:
1. Press ‘Request sysex in Hex’ button on the sysex form
2. The sysex will be stored and can be displayed in the text box
in the Midi form – press ‘Show Midi in Sysex’ button
3. Press ‘Copy to clipboard’ button on the Midi form will copy the
entire contents of the text box to the windows clipboard for
pasting into a text editor such as notepad. The check box ‘put
sysex on clipboard’ when checked stores just sysex on the
clipboard.
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GUS’S 88 NOTE KEYBOARD

The 88 Note Keyboard is dedicated to Gus at Roland Clan Forums for his
fantastic efforts and hard work in testing the program.
The keyboard is useful when designing sounds as you can hear the entire
range of the standard instrument keyboard. First set Midi ports and
input/output on the Midi form.
The Midi volume is controlled by the slider on the form.
You can play single notes, hold notes (for creating chords with the mouse)
until ‘all notes off’ selected. Various chord types are included too,
together with their inversions.
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SYSTEM SETTINGS
SYSTEM COMMON SETTINGS

These settings are common to all zones. See Parameter manual pages 22
to 26.
1. If you record a song on a USB drive the playback volume is
controlled by the first slider.
2. USB audio input/output volumes are the next two sliders. Enable
audio in/out with check boxes.
3. Audio in/out specified whether the RD volume control affects
input or output volume for USB audio.
4. Program remain is a set of settings where you can fix the setting
so that if you change programs the setting stays the same.
Otherwise the default settings are used for the program.
5. The program control change specifies which channel the program
change CC message is sent on. Normally 16 (Off/Midi channels 1 to
16)
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6. Damper polarity is needed if you use another brand pedal. Eg. Korg
pedals are reverse polarity.
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SYSTEM COMPRESSOR

The system compressor is applied at the output of the RD and is not
specific to any zone. I normally don’t compress audio unless I’m
recording. See page 69 Parameter manual.
1. The check box turns the compressor On/Off.
2. The split Frequency changes where the Low to Mid and Mid to High
boundary is in Hertz.
3. The Level slider sets the output level of the compressor 0 to 24db
– one slider for the three ranges.
4. The Attack and Release times specify how quickly the compressor
acts or switches off.
5. The Threshold sets where compression is applied -60 to 0 db.
6. The Compression Ratios sets the amount of compression from 1:1 to
Infinity. 1:1 is unchanged. Infinity always reduces the output to the
threshold.
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PROGRAM COMMON
PROGRAM LIBRARY

This feature enables the user to see the default program library. If the
user creates programs on the RD they will not update this table.
If the user types a word in the ‘Search’ box the first occurrence will be
marked with a yellow background. Press ‘Search’ again to find the next
occurrence. Clicking on a row loads the program on the RD 2000. Clear
search clears the Yellow search results boxes, moves the caret to the
first program and clears the search box. Current position in blue.
Note. By default the RD program Control Change Midi channel is set to
16. If you uncheck the checkbox the channel is determined by the
channel slider on the midi form. Leave it checked unless you change the
channel on the RD. Make sure you adjust the midi channel on the
software to match the RD channel if unchecked. Note. Bank/Program
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change requests are Midi Control Change messages specific to the midi
channel they are transmitted on.
Init means an initialised Program – a place to store your own programs.
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PROGRAM NAME

When you write a program to one of the 300 slots in user memory you will
be prompted for a location and a name – 16 characters maximum. You can
enter on the RD using the scroll wheel and buttons, or type using the
computer keyboard using this feature, which is quicker.
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SCENE MEMO

Scenes are very similar to programs. They contain one or more tones and
capture the setting on the instrument when the Scene was written. You
can have up to 100 Scenes. There have two additional features over
Programs: See Page 15 RD2000 Manual.
1. The ability to save a ‘Scene’ to a button on the RD2000 for instant
loading. So one of the instrument type buttons can be set to a
Scene. Great for live performances.
2. The ability to add a 32 character memo to the scene to remind the
player for instance what song the scene is used for during a
performance. Whereas Program names have to be 16 characters or
less.
Entering 32 characters using the RD scroll wheel is slow. So once you
write a Scene to a location and are prompted for the Memo text, just
type it on the computer and press ‘Save Memo’.
To Register a Scene to an instrument type button:
1. Press the Scene button.
2. Select a Tone button. If it is lit its already been registered and
will be overwritten.
To Recall a scene
1. Hold down scene button
2. Press any Instrument type button which is lit.
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REVERB

This form is used for editing the 5 reverb types. There is an overall
reverb level which changes the length of the reverb, reverb type and 8
parameters associated with Reverb. See Parameter manual page 67 for
specific details.
1. Drop down box sets reverb type. Room 1/2: Reverb that simulates
the reverberation of a room Hall 1/2: Reverb that simulates the
reverberation of a hall. Plate: Simulation of a plate echo (a reverb
device that uses a metal plate)
2. Pre-Delay changes the time in milliseconds between the sound and
when the reverb starts.
3. Time is the length of the reverb 0.1 to 10 seconds
4. Density changes the amount of reverb over time
5. Diffusion increases the density over time
6. LF & HF Damp adjusts the low/high frequency component of reverb
7. Spread adjusts the reverb spread
8. Tone adjusts the tone of the reverb
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EQUALISATION

Here you can change how the audio level varies with frequency. Great for
brightening up pianos or making sounds more mellow. The input gain boosts
or cuts the input. You can change the gain of the frequency band as well
as the central frequency of the band. Note the higher the value of Q the
narrower the range of the frequency band.
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DELAY

A delay effect is like an ‘echo’ where the sound gradually repeats and dies
away.
When you open the delay form there is no box of controls visible. Select
delay type first. The box will appear with controls.
There are 5 delay types. You can switch the delay On and Off. Select
the output. And decide if the effect remains when you switch programs.
Finally a Level slider.
Within the box which appears once you choose delay type there are
various parameters, different for each type of delay. See page 65 of the
Parameter Manual.
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RHYTHM / SONG

There are 200 Rhythms built into the RD2000. Great for practicing
without a drummer. Rhythms can be sent to the Main outputs or the sub
outputs. The tempo, Level and type can be chosen.
If the user types a word in the ‘Search’ box the first occurrence will be
marked with a yellow background. Press ‘Search’ again to find the next
occurrence. Clicking on a row loads the Rhythm on the RD 2000. ‘Clear
search’ clears the Yellow search results boxes, moves the caret to the
first program and clears the search box.
Note if you use the RD on-board audio recorder it will NOT record the
rhythm.
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ZONES INT/EXT

My recommendation is to use zones 1 to 4 for internal sounds. Midi
channels 1 to 4. Tremolo and Mod fx only work with these zones. Use
zones 5 to 8 for external sounds such as Mainstage / virtual instruments.
Note. In Midi channel 10 is normally percussion. Zones 9 to 16 seem to be
General Midi instruments but are not accessible from the RD.
Checking a box makes the zone external.
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FOOT CONTROLLERS AND WHEELS

On this form you can assign the function of the foot controllers and
wheels to Midi CC messages and what range of values apply. Note that
the RD will only respond to certain CC values at its midi input and the
controllers can only adjust certain parameters of the RD. See page 8 of
the Parameter manual.
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KNOB ASSIGNMENTS

On this form you can assign the function of the RD2000 knobs to Midi CC
messages and control the range of the knobs. Note that the RD will only
respond to certain CC values at its midi input and the controllers can only
adjust certain parameters of the RD. See page 8 of the Parameter
manual.
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PROGRAM ZONE EDIT
TONE LIBRARY

Tones are the ‘fixed’ sounds built into the RD. By applying effects and
stacking tones you create programs.
If the user types a word in the ‘Search’ box the first occurrence will be
marked with a yellow background. Press ‘Search’ again to find the next
occurrence. Clicking on a row loads the Tone on the RD 2000. Clear search
clears the Yellow search results boxes, moves the caret to the first
program and clears the search box. The current position is shown in blue.
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INTERNAL ZONE

On this form you can control various parameters associated with the
internal zones set on the RD2000.
The first group box controls levels of the internal zone you have
selected.
The second has parameters for the RD keyboard.
The third is for tuning and transposing.
Finally the switches can be assigned.
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TREMOLO

Currently there are 7 types of Tremolo effects, which include two types
of Rotary speaker (Leslie) simulations. Firmware version 1.5 is required
for Rotary 2. Each effect type has its own set of controls which are
shown when the effect is selected. Tremolo can be applied to internal
zones 1 to 4.
Select zone, then Tremolo type. Adjust the controls as required. See
page 61 of the Parameter Manual.
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MODULATION EFFECTS

The RD2000 has 62 effects. So far the following 20 have been included
in this software. Remember the sliders do not pick up the RD settings, so
the sliders, checkboxes and drop down boxes only read the same as the
RD2000 once they are changed. Firstly select Zone 1 to 4, then the
Modulation effect type you want. Try different effects until you get
the one you like!
1

CE-1

2

SDD-320

3

RE-201

4

SBF-325

5

UNI-V

6

SS PHASER

7

SCRIPT PHASER

8

CRY WAH

9

D-COMP

10

T-SCREAM

11

Equalizer

12

Enhancer

14

Step Filter

15

Spectrum
(neutral)
Spectrum

15
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17

Humanizer

22

Ring Mod

25

Slicer

29

Hexa-Chorus
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Space-D

46

Bit Crusher

TIP. To see the Mod FX editor on the RD2000 hold shift and turn a mod
fx knob with zone effects button on.
See pages 34 to 60 of the Parameter Manual.
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PROGRAM EXTERNAL ZONE

On this form you can control various parameters associated with external
zones set on the RD2000. Firstly you speficify the Zone and midi output
port.
The first box adjust keyboard settings.
The second controls midi information sent to the external zone.
The third sets the various midi CC message values.
See pages 19 to 21 of the Parameter manual.
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V PIANO EDITOR

Roland’s V Piano technology is built into the RD2000. The V Piano does
not use samples (recordings to make sounds) but mathematical functions
to replicate strings being struck by hammers and the effect of a sound board and damper pedal etc. The V Piano is very expressive and has
unlimited polyphony. All V Piano programs labelled MD. SN stands for
supernatural (sampled) sounds. The V Piano is only available in Zone 1. RD
firmware update 1.5 adds extra V pianos bringing a total of 17.
To use the editor, Open the midi port on the RD2000 editor software.
Pick a V Piano program. Moving the sliders on the form above will change
the V piano parameters on the RD. Moving the sliders up increases the
value. Eg. Lid – raising the slider is like opening the lid of a grand piano.
Refer to the Parameter manual for Details on what the various
parameters do. The manual is available in the help menu as a pdf.
See page 10 of the Parameter Manual.
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SUPARNATURAL PIANO EDITOR

Roland’s super natural technology uses samples to create sounds. But it
also uses other tricks such as smoothing the transition between layers to
make the sound more realistic. The RD2000 has a subset of the sounds –
pianos and ePianos – of the Integra 7 module.
See page 10 of the Parameter Manual.
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TONEWHEEL ORGAN EDITOR

This is an emulation of the famous Hammond tonewheel organ such as the
B3, C3 and A100. The only part missing is a model of the organs inbuilt
vibrato feature. The latest firmware 1.5 for the RD2000 improves the
model with better Leslie speaker (rotary speaker type 2) emulation. See
Tremolo effects for editing the Rotary 2 effect. By default the Rotary
speed (Leslie speaker speed) is controlled by the D beam.
See page 17 of the Parameter Manual.
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OTHER TONES

Tones other than the V Piano, Supernatural pianos and Organs can be
altered using this form. These tones are samples.
See pages 12 to 13 of the Parameter Manual.
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PART 2

THE SYNTHS
BLUE SYNTH 3 - PHASE MODULATED SYNTHESIZER
A dedicated stand-alone Phase Modulated synth. The blue3.exe file will
be automatically installed in the RD2000 editor installation directory.
Click on the ‘Blue Synth’ menu item in the ‘Synths’ menu to open it from
within the software. NB. Clicking twice will open another instance which
is allowed. A free VST version is available.

The top menu bar.
1. Midi in - allows the selection of all the available midi inputs
2. Midi out - allows the selection of all the available midi outputs
including Microsoft GS wavetable synth often found on PC sound
cards. Make sure midi in is different to midi out otherwise you will
get a midi feedback loop.
3. Audio - allows the choice of ASIO or WDM sound drivers
4. Zoom on the executable version changes the size of the synth on
the screen.
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The Blue Synth is a touch sensitive, two oscillator phase modulation
virtual synthesizer designed to provide a useful audio source for the
playing or recording. It can produce lush pads or powerful leads. It can
run as a standalone application or run with the RD2000.
There are two oscillators to create the carrier waves which can both be
phase modulated by a sine wave. The polyphony can be adjusted between 1
and 128 notes. You can choose the carrier waveform and apply an attack,
decay, sustain and release envelope whose amount can be adjusted. The
Modulator knobs control the detuning of the carrier from the modulator
and the large knob the amount of modulation, Oscillator 2 can be detuned.
The output can be fed through two filter banks with cutoff, resonance
and track as well as ADSRs’ affecting the filters. There is a ping pong
delay and reverb. Programs can be saved. The built in Oscilliscope allows
the user to view the wave forms and ensure the signal is not clipped. If it
is you will get distortion. To stop this just reduce the ‘amount’ knobs of
the two ADSRs on the left side.
There are 10 factory sounds preloaded in the synth courtesy of Yoa out
of the 20 available program slots in each program bank. Programs/banks
can be saved as text files.
Please set midi and audio preferences (direct sound or ASIO) in synth
menu before you use it.
All I ask is for feedback and ideas for additions or modifications. Also
additional programs/banks welcome. I will host on my site.
PC Specs. Windows 7 to 10 - Laptop or PC - ideally >2gb ram and >2ghz
processor. Should run on a netbook depending on specs. Also a mac
running crossover.
Main features
1. Touch sensitive.
2. Oscillator 1 and 2 have a choice of waveforms. Sine, square, Sawtooth,
triangle and noise. 1 to 128 note polyphony.
3. Osc 2 Pitch – adjust by up to +- 5 octaves, semitone and fine. Slightly
detuning and enriches the sound.
4. 2 Envelopes per oscillator control volume and cut-off frequency
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5. Filter – cut-off and resonance – filter type selectable.
5b. Polyphony 1 to 128 notes.
6. 88 note on-screen keyboard activated by mouse or use PC keyboard
keys or even better your own external touch sensitive midi keyboard. Full
128 midi notes accessible.
7. A stereo ping pong delay and reverb enriches the sound.
8. See fractal sequencer which can be used with synth and midi yoke or
loopbe1 freeware to connect.
Program/bank load and save.
9. There are 20 factory sounds preloaded in the synth courtesy of Yoa
(see link below) out of the 40 available program slots in each program
bank. Programs/banks can be saved/loaded as text files.
10. In standalone set midi in & midi out/audio/zoom feature at top of
window.
For more information email me at stuartpryer@gmail.com
Copyright Stuart Pryer – May 2018
Special thanks to Yoa, who helped with creating the presets and demo
songs, as well as beta testing.
blog (http://siryoa.blogspot.com/).
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VIOLET SYNTH 2 - FREQUENCY MODULATED VIRTUAL
SYNTHESIZER
can be purchased from my website

Violet Synth is a three oscillator frequency modulated
virtual synthesizer. Version 2 has an inbuilt oscilloscope, a master volume
control and responds to touch sensitive MIDI keyboards. The harder you
strike the key the louder the note.. It can produce lush pads or powerful
leads. It is available either as a standalone application or as VSTi for
using in a host application such as Sonar, Cubase, Cantibile, Ambleton etc.
Note. Cantibile Lite is free and has great randomising functions.
There are three oscillators to create the carrier waves which can be
frequency modulated by a sine wave, sawtooth wave, triangle wave
etc. You can choose the carrier waveform and apply an attack, decay,
sustain and release envelope whose amount can be adjusted. The three
Fine knobs and drop down arrows under the modulator section control the
frequency modulation frequency, You can vary the modulation/carrier
ratios. A one octave difference means the carrier is half or twice the
modulator frequency which will produce tonal notes with side bands as
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integer ratios of the carrier frequency. Other ratios will produce atonal
notes. . Oscillator 2 and 3 can be detuned. The output is fed through
three filter banks with cutoff, resonance and track as well as ADSRs’
affecting the filters.
There are further effects such as reverb, chorus, ping pong delay and a
low frequency - frequency modulation section (vibrato).
Programs can be saved. Programs/banks can be saved as text files or as
fxp/fxb files using the host program for vsti or in the .exe version.
Please set midi and audio preferences in standalone version first. In the
VSTi the host settings fixes these parameters.
Finally, there is a recorder section so the MIDI generated whilst you play
can be stored and replayed.
I appreciate feedback and ideas for additions or modifications. Also
additional programs/banks welcome. I will host on my site. PC Specs.
Windows 7 to 10 - Laptop or PC - ideally > 2gb ram and > 2ghz processor.
May run on a netbook depending on specs.
Main features
1. Click on red LED to clear audio – panic button
2. Master Volume
3. Oscilliscope – Used to view waveforms and check audio does not clip.
If audio clips reduce the first ADSR amount value. FM synths
produce wide dynamic range signals.
4. Velocity sensitive to incoming MIDI data.
5. Oscillator 1, 2 and 3 have a choice of waveforms. Sine, square,
Sawtooth, triangle and noise.
6. Osc 2/3 Pitch – adjust by up to +- 5 octaves, semitone and fine.
Slightly detuning richens sound.
7. Carrier/modulator ratio can be adjusted from r = 32 to r = 1/32
8. Adjust polyphony from 1 to 128 notes
9. Two Envelopes per oscillator control volume and cut-off frequency
10. Filter – cut-off and resonance – filter type selectable. Polyphony 1 to
128 notes.
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11. 88 note on-screen keyboard activated by mouse or use PC keyboard
keys or even better your own external velocity sensitive midi
keyboard. Full 128 midi notes accessible.
12. A stereo ping pong delay enriches the sound.
13. Stereo reverb
14. Stereo chorus
15. The fractal sequencer can be used with synth and midi yoke freeware
or LoopBe1 to connect using MIDI.
16. Program/bank load and save.
17. There are 40 available program slots in each program bank.
Programs/banks can be saved/loaded as text files or as fxp/fxb files
using the host program or menu in standalone version. Midi enabled
18. In standalone set midi/audio/zoom feature at top of window. Direct
Sound and ASIO output selectable.
19. In VSTi - host (Sonar, Cantabile, Cubase, Cantibil, Ambleton etc.)
controls the parameters above.
20.Multiple instances of synth can be run.
21. There is a built in MIDI recorder.
22.For VSTi place .dll in your normal virtual instrument folder.
Copyright Stuart Pryer – May 2018
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RED SYNTH
can be purchased from my website

Red Synth is a three oscillator subtractive virtual synthesizer. It has
an inbuilt oscilloscope, a master volume control and responds to touch
sensitive MIDI keyboards. The harder you strike the key the louder the
note. It can produce lush pads or powerful leads. It is available either as
a standalone application or as VSTi for using in a host application such as
Sonar, Cubase, Cantibile, Ambleton etc. Note. Cantibile Lite is free and
has great randomising functions.
There are three oscillators to create the tones. Sine, Sawtooth,Square,
Triangel and Noise. Oscillator 2 and 3 can be detuned. The output is fed
through three filter banks with cutoff, resonance and track as well as
ADSRs’ affecting the filters.
There are further effects such as reverb, chorus, ping pong delay and a
low frequency - frequency modulation section (vibrato).
Programs can be saved. Programs/banks can be saved as text files or as
fxp/fxb files using the host program for vsti or in the .exe version.
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Please set midi and audio preferences in standalone version first. In the
VSTi the host settings fixes these parameters.
Finally, there is a recorder section so the MIDI generated whilst you play
can be stored and replayed.
I appreciate feedback and ideas for additions or modifications. Also
additional programs/banks welcome. I will host on my site. PC Specs.
Windows 7 to 10 - Laptop or PC - ideally > 2gb ram and > 2ghz processor.
May run on a netbook depending on specs.
Main features
23.Click on red LED to clear audio – panic button
24.Master Volume
25.Oscilliscope – Used to view waveforms and check audio does not clip.
If audio clips reduce the first ADSR amount value. FM synths
produce wide dynamic range signals.
26.Velocity sensitive to incoming MIDI data.
27.Oscillator 1, 2 and 3 have a choice of waveforms. Sine, square,
Sawtooth, triangle and noise.
28.Osc 2/3 Pitch – adjust by up to +- 5 octaves, semitone and fine.
Slightly detuning richens sound.
29.Adjust polyphony from 1 to 128 notes
30.Two Envelopes per oscillator control volume and cut-off frequency
31. Filter – cut-off and resonance – filter type selectable. Polyphony 1 to
128 notes.
32.88 note on-screen keyboard activated by mouse or use PC keyboard
keys or even better your own external velocity sensitive midi
keyboard. Full 128 midi notes accessible.
33.A stereo ping pong delay enriches the sound.
34.Stereo reverb
35.Stereo chorus
36.The fractal sequencer can be used with synth and midi yoke freeware
or LoopBe1 to connect using MIDI.
37.Program/bank load and save.
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38.There are 40 available program slots in each program bank.
Programs/banks can be saved/loaded as text files or as fxp/fxb files
using the host program or menu in standalone version. Midi enabled
39.In standalone set midi/audio/zoom feature at top of window. Direct
Sound and ASIO output selectable.
40.In VSTi - host (Sonar, Cantabile, Cubase, Cantibil, Ambleton etc.)
controls the parameters above.
41. Multiple instances of synth can be run.
42.There is a built in MIDI recorder.
43.For VSTi place .dll in your normal virtual instrument folder.
Copyright Stuart Pryer – May 2018
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YELLOW SYNTH
can be purchased from my website

Yellow Synth is a three oscillator additive virtual synthesizer. It has an
inbuilt oscilloscope, a master volume control and responds to touch
sensitive MIDI keyboards. The harder you strike the key the louder the
note. It can produce lush pads or powerful leads. It is available either as
a standalone application or as VSTi for using in a host application such as
Sonar, Cubase, Cantibile, Ambleton etc. Note. Cantibile Lite is free and
has great randomising functions.
There are three oscillators to create the tones. . The user can use the
mouse to change the mix of the harmonics on the blue graphs. Oscillator
2 and 3 can be detuned. The output is fed through three filter banks
with cutoff, resonance and track as well as ADSRs’ affecting the filters.
There are further effects such as reverb, chorus, ping pong delay and a
low frequency - frequency modulation section (vibrato).
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Programs can be saved. Programs/banks can be saved as text files or as
fxp/fxb files using the host program for vsti or in the .exe version.
Please set midi and audio preferences in standalone version first. In the
VSTi the host settings fixes these parameters.
Finally, there is a recorder section so the MIDI generated whilst you play
can be stored and replayed.
I appreciate feedback and ideas for additions or modifications. Also
additional programs/banks welcome. I will host on my site. PC Specs.
Windows 7 to 10 - Laptop or PC - ideally > 2gb ram and > 2ghz processor.
May run on a netbook depending on specs.
Main features
1. Click on red LED to clear audio – panic button
2. Master Volume
3. Oscilliscope – Used to view waveforms and check audio does not
clip. If audio clips reduce the first ADSR amount value. FM synths
produce wide dynamic range signals.
4. Velocity sensitive to incoming MIDI data.
5. Oscillator 1, 2 and 3 are harmonic generators. User can pick
harmonic content. Settings can be saved per oscillator and
reloaded.
6. Osc 2/3 Pitch – adjust by up to +- 5 octaves, semitone and fine.
Slightly detuning richens sound.
7. Adjust polyphony from 1 to 128 notes
8. Two Envelopes per oscillator control volume and cut-off frequency
9. Filter – cut-off and resonance – filter type selectable. Polyphony
1 to 128 notes.
10. 88 note on-screen keyboard activated by mouse or use PC
keyboard keys or even better your own external velocity sensitive
midi keyboard. Full 128 midi notes accessible.
11. A stereo ping pong delay enriches the sound.
12. Stereo reverb
13. Stereo chorus
14. The fractal sequencer can be used with synth and midi yoke
freeware or LoopBe1 to connect using MIDI.
15. Program/bank load and save.
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16. There are 40 available program slots in each program bank.
Programs/banks can be saved/loaded as text files or as fxp/fxb
files using the host program or menu in standalone version. Midi
enabled
17. In standalone set midi/audio/zoom feature at top of window.
Direct Sound and ASIO output selectable.
18. In VSTi - host (Sonar, Cantabile, Cubase, Cantibil, Ambleton etc.)
controls the parameters above.
19. Multiple instances of synth can be run.
20.There is a built in MIDI recorder.
21. For VSTi place .dll in your normal virtual instrument folder.
Copyright Stuart Pryer – May 2018
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SH-1000 VIRTUAL SYNTHESIZER VER 2.1
can be purchased from my website

The SH-1000 is an emulation of the Roland SH-1000 synthesizer first
released in 1973 and which was Rolands first synth. Its successor was
the SH-2000 but that was designed to be more of a preset instrument
and had far less flexibility. The SH-1000 was used by Blondie, The Band,
Jethrow Tull, The Human League and Eddie Johnson (Roxy Music) as well
as many others. This was also the first synth I owned.
It is available either as a VSTi for use within a host such as Sonar,
Cantabile, Cubase, Ambleton etc. or as a stand alone application.
PC Specs. Windows 7 to 10 - Laptop or PC - ideally >2gb ram and >2ghz
processor. May run on a netbook depending on specs and polyphony and
ADSR release time chosen.
Main features of full version
1. Click on red LED to clear audio – panic button
2. Tremolo – cyclic variation in volume – choose waveform, depth and
speed
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3. Noise – adjust cut off frequency and resonance of noise generator.
Originally just white/pink option.
4. Pitch – adjust by up to +- 5 octaves, semitone and fine. Original
just had option to raise or lower by 1 octave.
5. Vibrato – cyclic variation in frequency. Choose waveform depth and
speed. Original had only 2 waveforms.
6. Growl – phase modulation. Waw cut off frequency modulation
7. Portamento – when polyphony set to 1 notes glide in frequency.
When polyphony set higher say 2. When third note played first
note glides to it. Original SH-1000 was monophonic.
8. Envelope controls volume and cut-off frequency
9. Filter – cut-off and resonance – filter type selectable. Original was
just low pass.
10. Volume controls output amp
11. Polyphony 1 to 128 notes. Original monophonic
12. Waveform mixer – adjusts each waveform volume. Original on/off
only.
13. Ability to detune oscillators to produce a richer sound.
14. Pitch bend wheel. Original glide button
15. 3 octave on-screen keyboard activated by mouse or use PC
keyboard keys or even better your own external midi keyboard.
Full 128 midi notes accessible. Original limited to 3 octaves with
pitch raise/lower by 1 octave.
16. Stereo Reverb. Original just had hold note until next note played.
17. See Fractal Sequencer for advanced sequencer features which can
be used with SH-1000 and midi yoke freeware or LoopBe to
connect. Original had simple Random Note generator.
18. Program/bank load and save. There are 64 available program slots
in each program bank. Programs/banks can be saved/loaded as text
files or as fxp/fxb files using the host program or menu in
standalone version. Original had no option to save or load settings.
19. Midi enabled – Original no midi.
20.In standalone set midi/audio/zoom feature at top of window.
21. In VSTi - host (Sonar, Cubase, Cantibile, Ambleton etc.) controls
the parameters above.
22.In VSTi multiple instances of synth can be run.
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23.Ver 2 has updated routines for Pulse Waveform reducing CPU load.
If the load is still too high reduce release time of the ADSR
envelope to the 9 o’clock position and/or Polyphony. I run it on a
netbook!
24.A VSTi is available. Place sh1000vxx.dll in your normal virtual
instrument folder.
Copyright Stuart Pryer – 9th March 2015
Special thanks to Yoa, who helped with creating the demo song, as well as
beta testing. blog (http://siryoa.blogspot.com/).
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MIDI RECORDER

The MIDI Recorder does three things




You can record any midi signal coming into the recorder and play it
back to its midi output.
You can play standard MIDI files
You can add an arpeggiator to any incoming MIDI note and send to
its MIDI output. The arpeggio pattern can be designed by the
user or a random patter can be generated. The speed and number
of steps can be varied.
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PART 3
TUTORIAL 1 – SETTING UP MAINSTAGE OR A DAW
The RD2000’s sound pallet can be expanded limitlessly using a computer
loaded with a virtual instrument host such as Apple Mainstage or Logic or
PC DAWS such as BandLab Sonar and Cubase. The RD is a fantastic midi
controller and has an inbuilt midi/audio interface. So how do you set up
the RD and a DAW to work together so you can use the RD sounds and
the sounds from a computer mixed together in the RD?
1. In the RD2000 menu/system set USB driver to ‘Vendor’. Save the
system settings by pressing the RD2000 ‘WRITE’ button in the edit
screen. Turn off RD 2000 and then turn it on again to initialise.
2. Install the Roland Vendor driver on your PC and Mac so you can send
and receive MIDI and Audio.
3. Set an external zone on the RD 2000. Say set zone 5 to external.
Use the same midi channel 5 as the zone. Default. The zone light will
show green. Red is for internal zones. In the software ‘program
common edit/zones Int/Ext’ check zone 5 to make it external and
‘Program Zone Edit/external zone’ choose zone 5 and set midi port to
USB. OR On the RD2000 select the zone you want to transmit on,
then holding shift press it again until it’s green.
4. On the software go to system common/audio input switch to on. OR
on RD2000 in the zone area (top right) select USB audio input button.
Switch to on.
5. On the DAW set midi in as zone 5 & midi out as nothing otherwise you
may get a midi loop unless you turn off local control on the RD to
‘uncouple’ its keyboard for its sound engine. Set audio out to RD2000.
Select an instrument on the DAW.
6. When you play a note on the RD, midi note data is sent on channel 5 to
the DAW which reads it. Produces a digital audio signal which is sent
back by USB audio to the RD where you can hear it mixed with the
built in sounds on internal zones.
7. Finally. You don’t want to repeat this every time you turn the RD on.
So use the EXIT button on the RD to return to the Program or Tone
screen. It will show Edited on the display. Press the ‘WRITE’ button
on the RD. The program name screen appears. In the software go to
Program Common Edit/Program name and Name the program. Say
“Mainstage”. Press ‘Enter on the RD and choose an initialised (empty
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program slot to store the program. Press ENTER, then OK and Enter.
All the settings are saved! Save DAW file too.
See pages 18, 19 & 23 of the RD2000 user manual for more information
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TUTORIAL 2 – SETTING UP LOGIC PRO X OR ANOTHER
DAW
The RD2000 is a brilliant sound source and midi controller. This tutorial
shows you how to set up the RD with Logic Pro X or another DAW so you
can record your performance, add virtual instruments and edit your
performance.
1. Make sure you load the RD2000 driver on your computer and
enable ‘Vendor’ driver mode on the RD. This enables both MIDI and
Audio input and output through USB.
2. On the RD in the system section there is a ‘Record Mode’. Turn it
on. This is a quick way to set the RD up for recording into a DAW.
3. In Logic, Make sure the RD is set as the audio input and output.
Create a new audio track. Make sure you can hear the RD playing
through the DAW. I use a buffer of 256. Be careful not to drop
the latency so low that you get pops and crackles or the cpu is
overloaded.
4. In Logic create a new midi track, make sure the RD is set as MIDI
input. If you create a midi track you can edit your performance
later and even change the instrument.
5. When you bounce or export your track to a wav file etc. If you
play the wave file back it will probably play on iTunes or Quicktime
player. These will normally output the sound to the inbuilt mac
speakers not the RD. So if you use speakers or headphones
connected to the RD be prepared for that. You can change this in
‘audio settings’ on the Mac.
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TUTORIAL 3 – LAYERING AND SPLITTING THE
KEYBOARD
The RD2000 is a very flexible instrument allowing up to 4 (maximum 8)
programs to be layered or split. Normally I would only use up to 4 internal
sounds to limit processor load.
Layering
Each Zone 1 to 4 is a layer. Turning on the Zone using the Zone select
button turns on the layer. Turning off the Zone turns off the layer. It’s
that simple. Layers can be internal or external zones. By holding down the
tone button and the pressing a second and third it’s easy to set up the
layers in the order you press the buttons. Note V Piano can only be Zone
1.
Splits
Hold the ‘Split‘ button and press a key to set the split point. Zone 1 will
be to the right of the split point. Zone 4 will be to the left of the split
point including the split point key. Press the split button again to turn off
the split mode. This way you can split up to 4 zones – order being from
right to left 1,2,3,4. The user can change the range and tones of the
split regions. Splits can consist of a mix of internal and external zones.
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TUTORIAL 4 - RD2000 RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
1. Good headphones or monitor speakers. If you play to an audience
either the house PA or good quality keyboard amps/speakers. I use
Sennheiser enclosed headphones and Yamaha active monitors and
woofer. Plus an active 15inch Sub Woofer for synths particularly.
2. A good quality Headphone amp. I use Fiio but there are others.
This provides a high impedance load for the RD output. The result
is smoother and warmer sound. And the ability to drive high
impedance headphones.
3. Use XLR connections and leads if possible.
4. A very sturdy stand. Either the Roland stand or for limited space a
four leg table stand. I use the latter, as it folds, is compact and
very, very strong.
5. Roland RPU 3 triple pedal unit or DP7
6. Roland EXP 5 expression pedal for organ.
7. Surge protector – to protect your instrument
8. Dust cover - ditto
9. Mac or PC i5 or higher ideally with an SSD and >8gb ram for virtual
instruments – particularly synths and recording or playing live.
10. Good virtual instruments – particularly synths. For Mac I
recommend Logic or Mainstage as the DAW. For Windows I
recommend Cantabile 3 or Cakewalk by Bandland which is free. For
Virtual Instruments I recommend Native instruments – Reaktor,
FM8, Absynth, Vintage Organs,Massive and Massive X. Kontakt is
also a great sample based instrument. I also use my own Virtual
Instruments.
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TUTORIAL 5 - A TWO KEYBOARD SETUP
I prefer using two keyboards. The master keyboard being the RD2000 on
the bottom rack and a top rack keyboard, a synth having a semi weighted
action. I use a 76 note Korg Triton pro with an on-board Moss physical
modelling board for internal sounds and also as a Midi controllerfor
Virtual instruments, but it could be any Midi keyboard. The benefit of
this arrangement is that for synths I use the Triton or virtual
instruments either separately or layered and get a quicker and lighter
action for them. I can also use the upper keyboard for the top manual of
Organs. So in summary the upper keyboard just plays internal sounds or
virtual instruments and the lower keyboard, the RD plays its internal
sounds.
So to do this up I use the RD as the audio interface with all the sounds
being sent/received by the RD. Virtual instruments come to the RD via
USB audio and the Triton uses the RD audio input. The RD output either
goes to headphones or main L/R outputs. This then goes to speakers
and/or a second PC for recording and for editing / librarian functions for
the Triton using my own software (Triton Controller).
The RD User and Parameter manual is a bit vague on midi setups, and does
not mention midi merge, which is a pity as it’s a great audio/midi
interface. To set up Midi I use the RD as a Midi interface. The benefit
of this is that I only need one USB cable to the computer which also
prevents any conflicts between drivers. To do this:1. Enable ‘midi thru’ and set output port 2 on the RD as thru. This
means any midi received at the RD’s Midi in from the Midi out of
the top keyboard passes straight through and does not ‘sound’ the
RD. Go to - Menu, system edit, Midi thru on and output port 2 thru.
2. Set the top keyboard Midi channel to say 1 and connects its Midi
out to the Midi in of the RD using a normal midi cable.
3. If Zone 1 on the RD (midi channel 1 by default) plays, and if the
Int/Ext Zone switch light is red, then the RD will only sound its
internal sounds and the top keyboard will have its Midi data passed
straight to the USB Midi out port. This data then goes to the
Computer to sound the virtual instrument.
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4. If an RD Int/Ext zone light is green then it also sends Midi out to
the computer and midi merges its midi data with the top keyboard.
To toggle red to green and back hold the ‘shift’ button and click on
the zone Int/Ext button.
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TUTORIAL 6 – SHARING AND SAVING PROGRAMS
Once you create a program on the RD 2000 you may want to share it with
other users or save it on your computer. This is how you do it.
1. First you need to back up the RD2000’s data on a RD2000
formatted memory stick. Go to Menu, Utility, format. Once
formatted go to Menu, Utility, Backup Save
2. Then you can load the data from the memory stick in its entirety,
or all the programs only.
3. But you can also import just a single program and put it into an
unused (initialised) program location. To do this go to Menu, Utility,
Import. Select the program to Import and the destination on the
Rd2000 – normally an initialised program slot.
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USER TIPS
1. Download expansion packs 5 – tonewheel organs and 6 synths. Packs
1 to 4 add pianos from previous RD models. I think the organs and
synths are more useful.
2. The one area of weakness with the RD is Synth sounds. To expand
the possibilities with synths I recommend you use external
software synths, which will enable deep editing of sounds. I have
designed several software synths – see synth section next page.
3. Native Instruments produce fantastic software synths and include
samplers (Kontakt), FM synth (FM8), Absynth, Wavetable (Massive
and Massive X) and Reaktor where you can design your own or
download other’s synths – Monark is a good Mini Moog emulation.
4. If you want to use a second keyboard you can either use a
hardware synth or use virtual instruments. Its personal
preference. I like using a synth weighted midi controller keyboard
such as the Roland A800 Pro 61 note to control the virtual
instruments and keep the RD controlling its own sounds. The 61
note keyboard can also be used as the upper manual for Organ
tones.
5. For a third keyboard I would recommend another instrument and
make to widen the variety of sound. I use a Korg Triton Pro 76 note
workstation loaded with a MOSS modelling board.
6. For live playing of Virtual instruments I recommend Mainstage
(Mac) or Cantabile (Windows)
7. For recording I recommend Logic (Mac). There is a wider choice in
Windows. Cubase, Band Lab (Free – was Sonar), Ambleton etc.
Stuart
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FINALLY
My website details are http://stuartpryer.co.uk – the web site contains
updates from time to time so keep checking. It also has my e-mail
address. Please contact me if you find bugs or have suggestions on how to
improve the software.

REVISION HISTORY – VERSION NUMBERS
For detailed change log/’blog’ see Roland Clan Forums – RD2000
1.0.0 – 9th December 2018 – First release
First standalone version – Based upon Fractal Sequencer MIDI module.
1.05
1.06
1.07

added ability to send sysex
bug fixes
Added Program Edit form

1.7.4

Completed Tremolo effects and started Mod fx

1.8.4

Added 10 effects – Jan 2019

2.0.x

February 2019 completed Midi implementation

2.3.0

May 2019 – Programme complied using the latest version of
Visual Studio – 2019. All documentation now included in the
installer and deployed when installed.

2.3.1

Changed main form picture – courtesy of Gus and
RD2000fan.

2.3.2

June 2019 - Corrected text in equaliser High Frequency
groupbox which was labelled incorrectly as Low Frequency.
Re-complied with Visual Studio 2019 update.
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USER COMMENTS
Gus – Roland Forums.
You did a great job. Everything is perfect….

RD2000fan – Roland Forums
The RD2000 editor is a great job….

SO THAT’S IT?
If there are features you would like to add, let me know and if it is
possible I will add them. Feedback and a wish list for additional functions
are always welcome, together with suggestions for improving the
documentation!
Have Fun  !!!!
Stuart
Copyright 2018
Return to Index
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LINKS TO SOME OTHER SITES
1. For updates, Fractal Sequencer and a free virtual synth and midi
file player/ arpeggiator visit my site http://stuartpryer.co.uk
2. Roland Axial Website for more sounds www.axial.roland.com
3. Roland Clan Forums www.forums.rolandclan.com
4. For a great Midi utility try Midi Ox at http://www.midiox.com/ this
also has scripting facilities. For internal PC midi routing I
recommend Midi Yoke or LoopBe1 http://www.nerds.de which is
also excellent.
5. KVR Forum – a great place for electronic music information
http://www.kvraudio.com/
6. Roland Corporation, http://www.Roland.com
7. Native Instruments – Producers of a fantastic suite of virtual
instruments and effects. Special thanks to Stephen Parker
General Manager, UK. http://nativeinstruments.com
8. Cantilble 3 VST host by topten software. A great windows
equivalent to Mainstage. www.cantibilesoftware.com

RECOMMENDED BOOKS
MIDI for the professional
Vintage Synthesizers – Mark Vail
The Synthesizer – Mark Vail
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